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THUS SAITH THE MOST HIGH!

3912    ""Hear the socialist at your own peril, for they are the Voice of Death and all subjugation.
3913    ""Follow the socialist at your own peril, for they walk the Paths of Damnation unto themselves and all who 
will abide them.
3914    ""Slay not the socialist at your own peril, for howsoever long the socialist shall live, you and your charges after 
you are in danger of your very existence.""

CHAPTER THIRTY
REFUGE:  THE KINGDOM OF AKURIA!

3915    With an organization of the size just previously indicated, there has to be some consideration of where to put 
all the people, logistics, supplies, and what to do with them during the Years of Pestilence and Tribulation.
3916    Since The Most High didn't send us a ninny, most of those problems were a minor consideration!  True, the 
layman or hallelujah halfwit might not think so, but 'thinking' is their biggest problem to begin with.  The Anointed is 
not only an excellent Field Commander, he is an equally excellent Administrator, Priest, Prophet, and one hell of a 
Taskmaster!  He has spent over thirty years in design and location problems with respect to Refuge, including all 
systems and installation.
3917    No!  We're not going to tell the 'hee-hee-hee' element, or anybody else who are not Proven Knowers, where the 
forty-eight Refuges are located!  However there are some things the serious investigator should know, and we'll begin 
as though you didn't even suspect.
3918    There are specific Places of Refuge.
3919    There are presently forty-eight authorized Refuge Expeditions.  (One of the reasons we're militarily structured!) 
Each Refuge has its own command, government, and necessary resources.  Each is, or will become a sovereign state of 
the Kingdom of Akuria!
3920    The Title "Kingdom of Akuria" was designated by The Most High as an honor upon His Holy Anointed 
Witness of This Generation of Fire:  Lord of Lords, King of Kings, High Priest of High Priests, General of Generals El 
Aku ALIHA ASUR HIGH:  He That is Called by The Name of God!  We'll document all that with The Proof of 
Anointing!
3921    That National Name and Title will be eventual evidence to those one thousand (1,000) generations (not 'years') 
of peace in their last days when Lucifer will be loose for a little while to have his last go-round!  That fact is all the 
recognition The Anointed considers and it's no personal 'glory' to him otherwise.
3922    "To be recognized by The Most High is more honor and glory than mortals and immortals alike can 
competently handle, and we've proven it ever since the Very Beginning," saith The Anointed concerning the matter.
3923    Each Refuge is initiated for installation by an expeditionary force.  That expedition unit is organized in 
elements for specific tasks:
3924    Making preliminary studies and measurements;
3925    Geological surveys;
3926    Watershed and resources;
3927    Native wildlife and plant life;
3928    Weather conditions, prevailing winds and tides;
3929    And everything else that will affect a civilization emplaced there, and;
3930    Yes!  Including environmental impact of emplacing a Refuge there.  If the installation of a Refuge, even in 
limited numbers, will even reduce the natural ecology, that place is rejected!
3931    Once the initial expedition element determines approval, second element is fielded with fresh supplies and more 
equipment.  At intervals depending on a variety of factors, additional elements are fielded until that Refuge reaches full 
muster.
3932    Initial expeditions are under the command of not less than a Staff General who, until the installation becomes 
Refuge, remains in charge.  Once the installation is fully capable of survival without dependency on any other outside 
resources, it is declared Refuge, at which time formal election is held forming a government.
3933    Yes, we have government, but without 'politicians'.
3934    The Kingdom of Akuria is a republican form of democracy, tri-cameral, at state and federal level under a 
Ruling Monarchy, and with a limited number of statutes!
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3935    [INSERT:  The current Ruling Monarch is The Anointed.  There are currently no heirs worthy to ascend to the 
throne after The Anointed's passing.  The Offices of the Monarchy will be maintained until The Most High establishes 
the rightful heir and lineage, which will NOT be until AFTER the Second Judgment, to reign through the thousand 
generations of peace.  The Monarch is not an elected office and none of the various elected offices may be inherited.
3936    Until that time, the Office of Lord Chancellor – acting in behalf of the Monarch – will either sign into law or 
veto any and all statutes of national implication.  All approved cabinet posts will be filled by popular vote of the 
Citizens of Akuria – without any such jackass as an 'electoral college'.  Upon establishment of the Royal Lineage, the 
Office of Lord Chancellor will remain unchanged in day-to-day powers, authorities and duties except the Ruling 
Monarch will sign into law or veto any and all statutes of national implication.
3937    The Monarch may not call for new elections except those prescribed in the Constitution, and must issue the call 
for appropriate electoral conventions and dates of elections as prescribed by standing statute.]

3938    All adults of the age of twenty years are required by law to vote in each and every election.  There are no 
'special' election days scattered hither and yon for 'self-interest' and 'special interest' political advantages.  There are 
only established election days where all referendums and elections are determined by majority vote of the public!
3939    Each ten adult citizens elect one among themselves to be their leader of ten, who is responsible for keeping 
them informed with respect to any and all matters concerning the ten; and who must ensure that all ten vote by a secret 
ballot, and several other duties and schedulings not mentioned here.  They are specified in the Constitution and the 
Operations and Installations Directive called the O & I.
3940    Each ten leaders-of-ten choose one among themselves, a leader-of-one hundred who is also appointed an 
assistant of that leader-of-one hundred's ten to help with the responsibilities of and to that ten.  Until population 
requires otherwise:  leaders-of-ten shall be the State Parliament of Refuge or Governorship and govern according to 
the Constitution and/or the O & I, as necessity might determine.
3941    People are elected to permanent office tasks as population and conditions of survival determine.  Any and all 
decisions, other than military necessity, must be approved by majority vote of the citizens before it can become law.  
Even then, there are limitations on the duration of some statutes; all approved by majority vote at the outset.
3942    Akurians do not tolerate political jackassing!  Nor do they tolerate having so many laws that nobody can keep 
from being in violation of one or more!  There is a determined limit to the number of statutes that can be legal at any 
given time.  Once that number is reached, a law must be removed before another can be enacted; and that process is 
based on a majority vote of the general populace.
3943    The three houses of government are:  The Chambers of Parliament are in order of final authority:  The 
Grand/Supreme Council of Gnostics of Fifteen (15) Members – with no more than eight (8) being male or female – 
over the Council of Gnostics of as many as are qualified – which is also the Supreme Court – with the sole 
responsibility of interpreting whether any case or statute is or is not within Holy Law; The Supreme Senate of Tens of 
three Grand Senators from each Governorship; and the House of Delegates of Tens of one Delegate of each fifty 
thousand registered voters.  All offices are elective except the Grand/Supreme Council of Gnostics and the Council of 
Gnostics, the Grand/Supreme Council of Gnostics being a position of the qualified.  The Chief Priest shall be approved 
as the most-qualified by three-quarters vote of the Council of Gnostics and shall then be in line to ascend to the 
Grand/Supreme Council when vacancies occur.  All offices including the Council of Gnostics may be held by qualified 
male or female.  These three chambers make up the Parliaments of Governorships (states), sovereign city-states, 
territories and the High Parliament to the Monarch.  Each Parliament is identical to the other except by numbers of 
members and who is the authorized signature to make their bills become law after approval by the citizenry thereof!
3944    One state cannot dictate or vote on another state's laws, but all other states must recognize every other state's 
laws.  And state houses do not vote on High Parliament statutes; the whole Akurian citizenry by majority vote makes 
those determinations!
3945    Unlike the United States government, which has swindled the people into turning over one full third of the 
government to one single 'educated' class – the entire judicial branch of government to the exclusive control of 
attorneys – The Kingdom of Akuria makes no such idiotic and degenerate blunders.
3946    Yes.  We do have law and order; law enforcement and trial by jury as opposed to a 'jury trial'; a fully informed 
jury, and not a Masonic and Knights of Columbus and Temple Israel controlled police, court, jail, prison, probation, 
pardon, parole, and 'corrections' system!
3947    Akurians do not confuse 'the practice of law' as having anything to do with justice!  Nor do we tolerate 
incompetence, evidence-manufacturing, or any other such jackassing so rampant in the United States 'justice' system 
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today!
3948    Further:  our juries may determine a sentence of punishment in kind!  Not only does that make one hell of a 
proven deterrent; it instills one hell of a lot of sudden self-control over the reputedly 'emotionally unstable'!  And all 
other such elements in the process.
3949    Another thing we do – and (oh, whine.) the 'liberals' object on their usual stupid, degenerate, and immoral 
grounds – executions are public, and family members of the criminal are required to be present!  Of course, families 
are allowed to kill the bastard long before they get to this point!  Victims and victim's families have a Constitutional 
Right to front row seats!  Government and public officials, including celebrities, do not.  However we really have few 
executions because we have very few trials.  And that's because we have very few crimes.  We have so few crimes and 
trials that we have no need of permanent Judges or court personnel except for records.
3950    And how do we do that?
3951    Every citizen, male or female, of age is armed by law, and may not be beyond the confines of their own 
domicile without personal possession of that weaponry!
3952    Yes!  They have to periodically requalify; just like current day driver's licensing; and NO!  Non-citizens cannot 
either possess or carry firearms!  Even so, male and female citizens being armed eliminates a lot of nonsense!  Rape is 
a whole lot less popular when the intended victim has the means and the known skill to stop it up-front!
3953    All other criminal activity comes to an equally fast screeching halt, especially those perpetrated by 'bureaucrats' 
and 'politicians' by simply lowering the survival rate of such punk elements!
3954    Like we said:  we have no need of permanent Judges because we have damned few trials!
3955    The Most High's opinions concerning government are clear and without question.  Here is a sample:

3956    ""For a worthy government of man will always contain:  a free and armed populace where none may be 
deprived of ownership and access to their own weapons, that they may immediately avenge abuse of government and 
defend themselves, their families and all they own without excessive accountability to corrupt and enslavement-agenda 
minded courts or other corrupt due process (that means the right and means to an instant self-defense); a free voice to 
speak as they understand; a free hand to inscribe as they know the truth to be; a free and unrestricted ability to hold 
any elective or appointed office; a free and unrestricted control over their families, to teach them, to instill a good 
discipline in them, to show them good courage and to be responsible for the seed of their loins; a free and unrestricted 
choice of worship wheresoever they shall support (be taxed for!), in their homes, in their temples, in their schools, in 
their places of government, in their protected wilderness – destroying not – imposing not – endangering not – or to 
deny all as they may be minded to do; a free and unrestricted representation and trial by a fully informed jury – and 
not the judge – who may determine in any given instance that the law shall not apply, and whereof no prior confession 
is valid, and whereof there is no deceit of open confession in the court; a free and unrestricted peaceful assembly, 
whether to celebrate or to endorse or to protest as they may be minded to do; a free and unrestricted access to just 
compensation in solid coin of the realm (gold, silver, platinum, et cetera, and NOT paper without backing) for their 
labors in free enterprise that is neither taxed nor regulated into oblivion; a free and unrestricted access to all the deeds 
and doing done in their name whether of the chambers of government or the courts of the land; a free and unrestricted 
access to redress of grievance upon submission of a simple writ; a free and unrestricted access to learning of truth and 
knowledge as they shall determine for their children and for themselves, bereft of socialism and enslavement-agenda 
conspiracies; a free and unrestricted ability to take law into their own hands when government or the courts of the land 
are seen to be corrupt or incapable; a free and unrestricted ability to determine that which shall be the responsibility of 
government and the term of it and that which shall be retained unto themselves; a freedom from excessive bail; a 
freedom from excessive incarceration prior to charge; a freedom from cruel or unusual punishment except as the 
nature of that harm inflicted upon any victim whereof the punishment shall be equal to the crime as determined by the 
victim or the victim's survivors; a freedom from incarceration for debt regardless of the nature thereof; a freedom from 
treason against the populace and the nation including that of business and finance; a freedom from economic 
enslavement as is now concrete concerning the Federal Reserve – which is neither Federal nor a Reserve – and the 
stranglehold thereof by the House of Judah, corrupt treaties (NAFTA, GATT, CAFTA, et cetera) and deliberate 
treason; a freedom to face all accusers; a freedom not to be tried in the public (media, and to equal access); a freedom 
from all hybridization; a freedom from all deception; and freedom from all tyranny and abuse by all government.  Yea!  
All these things and many more did I provide in the Constitution (of the United States) and now none of them are seen 
anywhere except as displayed by the vile and the corrupt of elected and appointed office!  Are not those who own and 
control that corrupt Federal Reserve immune to and above all laws and statutes of the whole of the nation?  Yea!  And 
of all such vile and corrupt who have enacted their enslavements upon the whole land, know:  in That Day I will 
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destroy unto everlasting all those with such minds and all those who practice such evils, even of the whole of the 
House of Levi and the whole of the House of Judah!  Yea!  I am The Testimony against all such.""

3957    Now you have some small idea about our government.  But how does a Refuge work in practice?
3958    The necessities of Refuge come first; and therefore there are duty rosters listing projects and personnel:  
determined, formatted and formulated by the citizens themselves; printed and posted well in advance.  These DRs also 
list the priority factor of each project and other relevant information.  And they are formulated in such manner as to 
ensure husband's and wive's timeoff and work schedules are together insofar as feasible!  Children's activities are also 
scheduled in such manner as to permit as much family time as possible without disrupting education or educational 
project involvements.  In short, the family unit comes first!
3959    There are no encroaching 'social workers' to tell you how to raise a moral family under 'their' traditions!  The 
Anointed will not tolerate the blatant abuse and hypocrisy such as the United States suffers under today, especially the 
encroaching family-management nonsense the United Nations intends to enforce worldwide, with an entire generation 
of mental and moral degenerates proving socialized child-rearing will not work!  Presently in the United States, the 
same socialists that will drag you into the nearest courtroom on 'neglect' charges if your child misbehaves are the same 
socialists that will charge you with 'abuse' if you attempt to instill the disciplines necessary to correct that 
'misbehaving'!
3960    If that isn't legal hypocrisy, what is?  And it's only going to get worse as the New World Order of One World 
Government begins to inject its 'laws' and statutes into the Constitutions and operations documents of sovereign 
governments!
3961    You will find that kind of communism in any Refuge only after and if and when The Anointed and all 
Akurians run out of ammunition!  And that is the only way such 'socialism' is going to be stopped and eliminated from 
the United States:  dead government-paid bodies and lots of them until the enslavement stops!
3962    The major expense of time, materials, and money in any Refuge is used on facilities and equipment for 
education!  We spare no expense providing both highest quality and largest quantity of education for all Akurians; 
beginning at age two!  About half of our educational process is hands-on-how-to-do-it!  We do not need, nor will we 
accept, those who 'suspect' or 'believe'; we demand they know!  That takes both time and money, which we gladly 
spend!
3963    The Holy Elect Remnant can't afford any less!
3964    Well, now.  With a loving family who enjoy each other, discipline and respect being common standards, 
intellectual pursuits available, affordable and encouraged, what would life be like?
3965    One hell of an improvement, for starters!
3966    No!  We haven't neglected recreation.  In fact, we have probably more free recreational facilities than any other 
place on earth!
3967    As part of the educational system there is a complete video library with virtually every subject in extensive 
detail you can imagine available for viewing on any schedule!  It's a multi-plex video cable system with well over one 
hundred fifty (150) global channels, not including private request!  It was designed and detailed on orders of The 
Anointed with a few requirements:  it had to contain not less than five hundred (500) non-interfering channels; it had 
to be inexpensive to install and maintain; and insofar as possible, maintenance free!
3968    Before that system could get very far off the ground, it was necessary to eliminate the 'well-that's-not-the-way-
it's-done' syndrome!  The first – and last – time that excuse was brought to The Commandant:  he bellowed in his old 
soldierly fashion, "God damn it, that's the problem!  That's not the solution!"
3969    And suddenly, things could be done!  And without all that nonsensical bull we're programmed to accept as 'the-
way-it's-done'!
3970    We Akurians do not bring The Anointed lily-livered excuses; we bring him cold, hard, facts and solidly 
documented results!  His Commissioned and Non-Commissioned Officers are the same way.  They do not squander or 
waste hard earned resources on anyone or anything!  That's one of many reasons they're Officers and NCOs!  The 
Anointed is totally unmerciful on incompetence and laxness of discipline!  Both result in waste, and he will not stand 
for that.

3971    [INSERT:  An example of how well Proven Knowers get along under such self-governing:  none of our 
expeditions or field maneuvers have suffered so much as even one incident of vandalism (including graffiti), personal 
injury, equipment loss, or any other problems whatsoever when conducted according to directives!  We've fielded units 
for six months at a time without any problems except initial discomfort until site zone preparations were completed.
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3972    We've even had childbirths on expedition.  Being prepared for such event, when it came, we were ready for all 
contingencies and everything went like clockwork!
3973    Will we have disasters in spite of our best efforts?  Probably.  We're human too; but we're also Akurians.  And 
Akurians do not jump off halfcocked and unprepared!  We have better sense than that.]

3974    And what will be the end of the generations of Akurians once all the hell and fury are over?
3975    We're sure you've heard of that one hundred forty-four thousand (144,000); spoken of by St. John, The Divine, 
in the Book of Revelation.  The Akurian descendants are destined to fill those ranks with men who are not henpecked 
and who are the heads of their families (as was originally the case), taking the Kingdom of Akuria into all the nations, 
by invitation of those hapless peoples who endured horror and hell personified as the result of 'believing' and trusting 
those god-damned hallelujah halfwit 'preachers' and other liars, namely:  equally demonic 'politicians'!
3976    Want to be a part of it?  The doors are wide open!
3977    Do we have plans and preparations to:
3978    Produce our own food for that many years?;
3979    Protect against radioactive fallout, Thermo-Winter, Thermo-Summer and all the other aftereffects?;
3980    Provide ourselves with uncontaminated water and breathing air?;
3981    Prevent ourselves from being wiped out by earthquakes, earth surges, tidal waves and monstrous floods?
3982    Are Akurian Refuges prepared for all this and able to defend it against those who surely will attempt to take it 
by force?!  To again quote The Anointed:
3983    "You're god-damned right we are!"
3984    Is this something Akurians 'believe'?
3985    Not on your life!  It's what we KNOW for a fact!
3986    If you are morally and mentally acceptable to The Most High:  He, Himself, will testify of each and every word 
in this Volume I, and all our other verified communications, without exception!
3987    If you have the guts to question 'preachers' and other liars about their god-damned Doctrines of Death and 
research these things for yourself:  The Most High, Himself, will help you to train yourself in the necessary disciplines!
3988    If you can see the actions of government at every level legislating you into enslavement;
3989    If you have the intelligence to see that thermo-disaster on the horizon;
3990    Then you also see there's no time to be wasted in jackassing!
3991    Still think we're kidding?
3992    Read on.

THUS SAITH THE MOST HIGH!

3993    ""I did not create the Eternal Burning Depths because of want to torture, but as a place of justice for those who 
love and practice evil.""
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